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Abstract

Results of iatervieis,conducted among a'sample, of long-term 

rural residents and, back-to-the- lard irmigrdnts,in 0 small commu-

nit0n A. rural,, county in Kent ckrare compared for values held 

and attitudes toward the public school system. The present situ-

ationl is analyzed in light of the controversy over cultural plu-

ralism and subsequent actions taken earlier in this century to 

deal with immigrant children in the U.S. schools. Suggestions 

are offered for making relevatt policy decisions and'for ways'of 

establishing positive interaction tetveen, rural public schools 

and. their new' constituents. 

we have been bearing for many years, and from Many sources, 

about changes in the cultural landscaFe: about counter-culture, 
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back to the land; communes, cgmmunities, decentralization, simple 

living, alternative technologivin sum, about a change in val7 

ues Which had its most forceful expression, if not its begin- • 

flings, in the late nineteen-sixties. (1) There axe many questions

to he asked about the nature and reaping of this change; indeed,

score people question whether there has been,a change at all. 

Rather than.address those questions in detail, I will state a few 

assumptions which lie behind the reasoning in this paper. First, 

that there is a continuifig counter-cultural movement which had 

its greatest impetus in the late nineteen-sixties. Second, that 

participants in that movement are selk-consCiously aware of oppo-

siticn to a range of Aominant cultural values. Ihird, that the 

general outlines of the values of participants in this counter-

cultural movement include aspiration toward: 1. spiritual as 

opposed to material well-being, with a consequent emphasis on 

.simple living; 2. 'closer contact and harmony with .nature; 3. 

.independence froi the dominant economic system:. 4.. independence 

from, or the re-shaping of, major cultural institutions. The 

first three sets of values fit well with rural areas, where sim-

ple living, harmony with nature, and independence have been con-

tinuous historical themes. -This fit explains in part why, one 

aspect of the counter-culture has involved a desire to settle in 

rural areas. (2) It is the last point --independence from, or

reshaping of cultural institutions-- which I wish to, consider in 

this paper. In particular, I will be focusing on the public 

schoOls, which are the major institution in many rural areas. 



In what follows I present one situation which- can plausibly be 

descrited as a traditional rural community which ttis'come to belie 

an overlay of immigrants who are children, of the 'sixties: These 

are immigrants in a technicAl rather than a traditional sense. 

They do not come'from a foreign country nor do they speak a for-

eign langrge. Nonetheless, they are immigrants in the sense of.' 

having moved to a new plate to live, and there are difference's
between them and the native population of the locality to which 

they' have moved. These differences exist even though many of the 

immigrants come from the same region of the state, or a different 

region o the same state, or from a similar region, in a neighbor 

ing state. The immigrants are identifiable as a group just as

foreign born immigrants in the earlier part of thiS century were 

identifiable as a group: by their speech, their dress, their ous-

toms, their values, their manner of socializing, and their group

coherenc. The present day immigrants are not so obviously dif-

ferent from their neighboring natives in these ways, and they May 

not be different in all of these ways. The best testi mony to the 

existence and significance of these differences, however, comes 

from the continued identification of these individuals as a dis-

tinct group. 

If the parallel between earlier immigrants ,and the present 

group is not exact and  complete, there is a corresponding differ- 

ence between the present native population and the native popula-

tion earlier in the century. Immigrants to the United States pt 

the turn of the century, and throughout the- early decades of:the 



century arrived to face. a population with a strong sense of their

country's position and mission in the world. Belief in progress, 

optimism about the future, and rightousness about this country's 

role in leading the world were dominarft themes if not universal 

reliefs. There was little question that immigrants would do well 

to adopt the valves and customs of their new land, 

These views were reflected in the schools, and in the debate 

which began in that period between the advocates of cultural plu-

ralism and the advocates of assimilation. While the cultural 

pluralists had their positicn and their supporters, even those 

whose philosophy of education seemed to lead to support, for cul-

tural pluralism never mustered the theoretical or practiPal sup-

port necessary to advance the position;(3)  In the theoretical 

debates whict opcurred amongst educators (who were, for the most 

part, members of the native population), the advantages of main-

taining cultural differences and supporting them in. societal 

institutions such as the schools did not weigh ' heavily erough,.

against the argument for the necessity for cultural homogeneity. 

Immigrants themselves were usually poor, uneducated, unable to 

use.English well, and thus at a great disadvantage in trying to 

articulate, protect, and promote their values.. rn addition, they 

were combatting an institution at the height of.its growth and 

power. Education, and particularly formal schooling, was seen as 

the answer to all social ills. There was widespread confidence 

in.the power_ of the schools to improve society and to improve any 

individuals position in society. Upward mobility was a byword. 



In contrast, present immigrants come to rural, communities with 

more education,. at least equal ability to use the language and

articulate their valves, greater 'economic independence if not 

actually higher economic status according to standard measures,

and a stronger belief in maintaining and strengthening the values 

which they have brought with them. (4) The new rural immigrants 

also confront, in the school system, an institution which has 

become prOgressively weaker since the first third of the century. 

Many cultural institutions,  but particularly the schools, are in 

a period of grave doubt about their mission and grave doubt about 

their ability to provide adequate services to many segments of 

the population. They are experiencing fading support from the 

general population* In sum, where earlier immigrants were ill-e-

quipped and faced a confident cultural' system, the nei immigrants 

are well-equipped and face a cultural system full pt confusion 

and doubt. 

That is the general picture. Now let us turn to the specifics 

of oie place. t'he greatest part of the informaticn for what fol-

lows comes from direct obserfation and interviews conducted as 

part of a research project investigating school-community rela-

tions in East County (a pseudonym). * Some information comes from 

personal contact which preceeded the project and has continued 
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parallel to its work. 

Let me triefly sketch. the situation in East County. The 

county is highly rural and sparsely populated. It has no major

transportation link--interstate highway or railroad--and virtu-

ally no industry within it's borders. central Town, with a popu- . 

lation of 1,500, serves as the ccunty scat, major center at 

trade, and location of the one elmentary school, junior high, 

and high schcol which together serve a school-age population of 

approxim4tely sixteen hundred. The county's population peaked at 

seventeen thousand at the turn of the twentieth century, when the 

river which serves as one of its borders was still the major 

route for transportation. Population has declined slowly but 

steadily thrcugh the century to a low of 7,500, where it has 

been Stable over the last decade. In the early 'seventies a

oromp of immigrants began to settle around River Town, ont of 

four smaller towns in the county. By nineteen eighty approxi-

 mately sixty adults and children within the county could be iden- 

tified as more or less connected to River Town and to one another as

as a group. 

Some immigrants chose this county because of ties which

existed to natives of the county or to one of `the first.groups of

immigrants. Many have associations which stem from their days at 

the state universitY, or a private college within the state, or 

at another state university where one individual had ties to the 

ccunty. Most have college degrees. Most have an active interest 



in art, craft, and literature. Most came to the county in their 

twenties and are now in their early thirties. Most have no prior 

familial or other ties to the county. They have chosen life in a 

rural area consciously, and they engage in farming for some or 

all of their subsistence and livlihood. Most have married within 

the last ten years and live in traditional family units. Most 

have had one or more children within the last five years. 

This last fact brings us to the main point of this paper. As 

their children approach school age, the immigrants are forced, by 

virtue of the compulsory schooling laws, to have their first 

thoughts about, or contact with, the dominant culture's institu-

tional systems. For the most part, this forced meeting with the 

schools is comfortable for neither side. In earlier times this 

fact itself would have served to set the group apart- from its 

neighbors. But East County is heir to the general decline in 

support for public schools. We thus find many similarities in

attitudes towards the school among attitudes towards individ-

uals who are natives and those who are immigrants to River Town.

First complaints for natives and immigrants alike usually cen-

ter around three circumstances which East County shares with many 

rural areas. The first concerns the lengthy transportation  which

consolidation of schools has made necessary. Children from River

Town and the surrounding area spend up to three hours each day 

traveling to and from school. Many parents feel that the time 

spent on the bus is not merely wasted,  but detrimental to their 



children's well-being. The second concerns the difticulties 

caused by the county's having decided to build an open classroom 

elementary school a decade ago and having shortly thereafter 

abandoned the open classroom concept. Even the recent addition 

of partitions has nct eliminated the feeling that there is dis-

 traction created for students by the open spaces. The third con-

cerns the feelinq that the schools are oriented to the residents 

of Central Town. Related tc this last concern is the feeling 

that residents of River Town are not welcome in the school or in 

groups such as the P.T.A.

Despite some positive responses from all individuals.intet-

viewed, and mostly positive reponses from a few people, answers

to an open question about feelings, about the school system are 

best characterized as negative. Native and immigrant opinions 

alike reflect the lowered status of the public schools. . Immig-

rants thus have support from River Town natives for their criti-

cisms of the school system.

There is an additional category cf concerns, however, which 

natives and immigrants share, but which reveal differences rather 

than similarities. In its simplest form, this difference can be 

characterized as native desires that the schools prepare their 

children to earn a livinq and immigrant desires that schools pre-

pare their children to be self-sufficient. while it is not the 

CASP that all immigrants share one set of values and all natives 

share another, opinions which are at tbe most traditional end of 



the spectrum on these issues belong exclusively to members of the 

native group while those at the most. progressive end belonq 

exclusively to members of thy ismigrant group. Placed individu-

ally on the spectrum, the natives would be grouped toward the 

traditional end and the immigrants would be grouped

toward the progresive end. 

Natives tend to believe that the schools should perform their

traditional chore of training children in the basic academic 

skills of reading, writing and arithmetic. Their criticisms are 

that the schools are not doing this basic job well enough. In 

contrast, here the  counter-cultural aspect of the immigrants 

comes to the fore. They tend to see schools as one set of tradi-

tional institutions which have tailed the society ty becoming too 

remote from real needs. They view preparation for life within 

the economic mainstream and the way it is conducted within 

schools as part of the problem. They are as concerned as the 

natives that their children become self-sufficient in the world, 

but they define self-sufficiency not simply as mastery of basic 

school skills and the ability to get and hold a job. They define

self-sufficienCy as the direct skills needed to feed, clothe, and.

house oneself, and the ability to understand and deal success-

fully with the natural and social forces in the world. rhuS they 

emphasize fostering independence, creativity, initiative, curios-

ity, and personal stills. In sum, the immigrants believe that 

fOrmal schooling as presently conducted may interfere with rather 

than foster the kind of educational growth they desire for their 



children. 

While both groups have criticisms to voice about discipline, 

homework and curriculum, examination of the basis tor these 

criticisms reveals a set of differences which reflect in partiCu-

lar ways the greater scepticism of the immigrants about the 

institution of schooling. Reflecting general native sentiment 

about disciplining children in the schools:, one mother comments: 

They need to have more direction and discipline." Another says:

"If they do something wrong at school, they should correct them, 

just like I do at home. If they need paddling, they should be 

paddled." Most immigrants either make no direct comment about 

discipline or imply that the children are capable of handling

themselves well enough. Indirect expressions of feelings on the 

topic by immigrants reflect objections to "the bureaucratic rig-

idity of administrators and teachers" in dealing with their child-

dren. 

Comments from natives on homework reflect a feeling that edu-

cation is primarily the respOnsibility of the schools and should be

accomplished during school time. In the most extreme expres-

sion of this feeling, one native mother says, about having to 

teach children at home: "That's what we send them to school for. 

I don't mind helping them, but their ABC's, they should teach 

them that at school." She suggests that students should have a 

study period at school as time to do their tomework. She also 

objects to field trips is not being educational. Ey contrast, no 



immigrants object to the level of homework. Rather, there are 

statements that their chlldren are not challenged by the school 

curriculum, that the curriculum does not relate well to the 

everyday world, and that the curriculum teaches little in the way 

of practical life skills. One immigrant mother made extensive 

critic1l notes about a particular text used by her child. 

Immigrants, with their higher levels of eduation, have more

familiarity with popular and professional writing about schools,

and their opinions reflects this. One important manifestation of 

thiS exposure is, their willingness to entertain notions of alter-

natives to public school and to take actions to create or take 

advantage of alternatives. One series of such actions involved 

attempts to set up home schooling situations. For one mother who

kept her children home this meant a tangle with school officials 

and then the county court system. Another mother reluctantly 

enrolled het children in the schools rather than face the same

battles. 

A second series of actions involved meetings about establish-

ing an alternative school in the River Town area, and the

attempt-- uns'uccessful--to get A house certified as suitable for 

an alternative school. while some natives attended those meet-

ings, the general feeling expressed was that an alternative . 

school was not a good idea. One native mother said: "I felt 

sorry about not being able to support (the meeting orgnizer), but 

I think the children are better off in our schools, even-with the bus ride".



A final series of actions is ongoing. Some immigrant children 

are enrolled in a Montessori school in a nearby city, and there

is continued discussion about establishing such a school--or any

alternative school-- in the River Town area. 

What does all this mean for those responsible for the school 

system, for those interested in the welfare of the school system,

and for those more specifically interested in the welfare of 

their own children? Most obviously, those responsible for the

schools will have a harder time clinging to traditional values 

and ignoring the needs of the immigrant community than did their 

predecessors earlier in the century. There is less support for 

the schools, less agreement on their proper mission, less agree-

ment on the particulars of what they should be teaching. Even 

those responsible for the schools"--school boards, ahministra-

tors, teachers--are less united than their predecessors in the 

front they present to the public. Immigrants, with more confi-

dente in their values and more willingness to both challenge the

school and seek alternatives to it, have some general support for 

their position. 

Members of the immigrant group present a chalIenge and an 

opporunity to the school system. The challenge comes from the 

immigrants' suspicion of, and alienation from, traditional insti-

tutions. They may see the schools as rigid in curriculum, 

authoritarian in relation to students, overly bound by state and 



federal regulations, overly bureaucratic, and inaccessible. The 

opportunity comes from their level of education, their high level 

of interest in their children's education, and their history of 

interest in social improvement. To the teachers and administra-

tors willing to work on establishing contact and ongoing communi-

cation, the immigrants can be a resource for the System, both in 

terms of active support and in contribution to a dialogue for 

improvement of the system. Without such effort the stage is set 

for difficulties and conflicts. Despite the many ways they have 

become accepted as part of their new community, these immigrants 

will not be easily assimilated. There is a real danger that they 

will be sufficiently alienated from the school system to continue 

to seek and find alternative methods of schooling for their chil-

dren. Such an outcome would be detrimental to the school system 

itself and to the sense of community in the county. All of which 

suggests that the schools ought to be aware of thir new constit-

uency and to seek ways to accomodate their interests. 

On the other hanl, immigrants ought to be aware of the diffi-

cult position in which the school system finds itself, for 

clearly they are not the system's only constituents. Other con-

stituents have other desires of the schools which, at least on 

the surface, seem not compatible with immigrant desires. Immig-

rants interested in the general welfare as well as the eclucdtion 

of their children ought to seek possible ways, withoUt sacrific-

ing their values, to be open to the prevailing gvalues expressed 

in the schools and to be sensitive to the sometimes opposing 



views that have been excluded from expression in the schools. 

Ideally,there would be a balance between working for inclusiOn of 

their values and willingness to support some values presently

operative within the schools. 

Recognizing diversity within each level of community alerts us 

to the need for understanding, and for a tradeoff in the func-

tioning of community institutions. By definition, community 

institutions are held in common. Where there is diversity `within 

a community there are-- again by definition--difiereinces in 

values, needs, and desires, not al,1 of which can be detsat the same 

time in the same way. Once people abandon the myth that everyone 

can have what he or she wants from institutions or resources held 

in common, there is ground for discussion and debate aimed at 

accomodating as many interests as possible.

If all sides become aware of the difficulty of the situation, 

the possibility exists for dialogue and the creation of a kind of 

pluralism which evaded the schools earlier in the century. At 

that time the needs and desires of the immigrants were virtually 

ignored by a cultural institution powerful enough in relation to 

them to be able to do so with little threat to its status. How-

ever, the losses--to the institution of schooling itself, to the 

immigrant parents and community, and to the general society--

-caused-by that wholesale suppression of cultural difference are 

inestimable. There is no need to repeat such a mistake, and 

there are grounds for believing that the schools now have more to 



lose by following such a path. 

Present. immigrants come to the situation with divergent values

but also with ram skills which could be utilized by the school 

system. To this point, like their native neighbors in this par-

ticular community, they have not felt welcome in the schools. 

With effort from both the ionigrants and the schools this situ-

ation need not continue. Cne starting point for this effort 

might be dialogue about the differences ,`which exist among the 

constituents of the schools, and the subsequent search for ways 

either to reconcile seeming differences or to make space within 

the system for differences which are not reconcilable. 

The difficulty most citizens have in imagining that such a 

dialogue could be initiAed and havE success indicates how remote 

schools are from all of their conistituents. From this perspec- 

tive, immigrants are only a more obvious case of a pervasive

problem for school systems Nonetheless, I Offer the following

simple suggestions as reasonable beginning places for any members 

of rural communities who believe that the schools could be 

improved by increased dialogue. These suggestions could be car-

ried out by the school board, or school administrators, or exist-

Inc; school or community organizations, or a group of citizens 

formed specifically for the purpose. Ideally, individuals from 

all categories would be interested in working on such a project 

and would be welcome to do so. 



The first step would be gathering information about the range

of community opinions about the schools. This could be done 

through simple questionnaires, or interviews, or informational 

meetings. The second step would be organizing the information 

and making it available to the community 'for further comment and 

discussion. The third step, would involve a frank appraisal of

vhat particular expressed needs the schools meet at present and 

what modifications, if any, might be made to meet additional 

needs. Here members of the community might be enlisted to assist 

the schools in their task cr to devise and implement additional 

programs to expand educational offerings. 

Dialogue by itself'does not solve problems, but effective dia-

logue and the understanding which follows from it uncovers areas\ 

of agreement, common goals,. and existing possibilities for coop-

erative action and problem solving. Dialogue can also create 

mutual respect among those who have genuine and sincerely held 

differences of opinion. As a process, dialogue creates posibil-

ities for further cooperation. Most school systems, and most 

communities, need as much cf this as they, can get. Rural school 

systems and communities are fortunate that the conditions for

re-instituting qenuine community dialogue still exists for 

them. (5) They need only take the initiative. 
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